Application of selected reaction monitoring and parallel reaction monitoring for investigation of HL-60 cell line differentiation.
Targeted mass spectrometry represents a powerful tool for investigation of biological processes. The convenient approach of selected reaction monitoring using stable isotope-labeled peptide standard (SIS) is widely applied for protein quantification. Along with this method, high-resolution parallel reaction monitoring has been increasingly used for protein targeted analysis. Here we applied two targeted approaches (selected reaction monitoring with SIS and label-free parallel reaction monitoring) to investigate expression of 11 proteins during all-trans retinoic acid-induced differentiation of HL-60 cells. In our experiments, we have determined the proteins expression ratio at 3, 24, 48, and 96 h after all-trans retinoic acid treatment in comparison with 0 h, respectively. Expression profiles of four proteins (VAV1, PRAM1, LYN, and CEBPB) were highly correlated ( r > 0.75) and FGR expression was detected on proteome level starting from 24 h by both techniques. For prominent differences (fold change ≥ 2) label-free parallel reaction monitoring is not inferior to selected reaction monitoring with isotopically labeled peptide standards. Differentially expressed proteins, that have been determined in our study, can be considered as potential drug targets for acute myeloid leukemia (AML) treatment.